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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1 . This is a fourth office action in response to applicant's amendment and request

for continued examination filed, 27 December 2004, of application filed, with the above

serial number, on 23 May 2000 in which claims 1,15, and 43 have been amended.

Claims 1, 5-7, 15, 19-21, and 43-46 are therefore pending in the application.

Specification

2. The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedent basis for

the claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP § 608.01 (o). Correction

of the following is required: Applicant has referred examiner to pages 20-23 for the

limitation of the action for the second user being the same as the action for the first user

and the first alias selection not being the same as the second alias selection. However,

while the one user experience is described as Applicant admits, it would not be inherent

that, for example, a different alias selection could perform the same action. Further,

Applicant states users would customize their aliases, however, Applicant's only state

customizing the network shell and it would not be inherent that a user would customize

the alias for an action .

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:
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A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

4. Claims 1, 5-7, 15, 19-21, and 43-46 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Hayes, Jr. (hereinafter "Hayes", 6,205,476).

As per Claim 15, Hayes teaches an access system for providing access between

user systems and a plurality of service networks that provide services to users, the

access system comprising:

a first network device configured to select a first alias from a first-graphically

presented network shell, transmit a packet including the first alias selection to an access

server from the network device (userl - userN) (at least Fig. 3-4; col. 13, lines 8-50);

a second network device configured to select a second alias from a second-

graphically presented network shell, transmit a packet including the second alias

selection to an access server from the network device (userl - userN) (at least Fig. 3-4;

col. 13, lines 8-50);

the access server connected to the user systems and the plurality of

communication networks and configured to determine if a first user associated with the

first network device is recognized (user ID and password verification) (at least col. 7,

lines 17-35), if the first user is recognized, retrieve the first network shell for the first

user from a user access profile for the first user from an access database wherein the

first network shell is customized for the first user (user profile based desktop
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preferences and permissions) (at least col. 1, lines 58-67), receive the first alias

selection from the first user into the access server for the first network shell that

includes alias selections associated with actions (determining availability of application

selected by user) (at least col. 2, lines 1-29), process the first alias selection to execute

the action associated with the first alias selection in a one of the plurality of service

networks, determine if a second user associated with the second network device is

recognized (user ID and password verification) (at least col. 7, lines 17-35), if the

second user is recognized, retrieve a second network shell for the second user from a

user access profile for the second user from an access database wherein the second

network shell is customized for the second user (user profile based desktop preferences

and permissions) (at feast col. 1, lines 58-67; col. 13, lines 8-50; col. 14, lines 10-17),

receive the second alias selection from the second user into the access server for the

second network shell that includes alias selections associated with actions (determining

availability of application selected by user) (at least col. 2, lines 1-29; col. 13, lines 8-50;

col. 14, lines 10-17), process the second alias selection to execute the action in the one

service network associated with the second alias selection wherein the action for the

second user is the same as the action for the first user and wherein the first alias

selection is not the same as the second alias selection (eg. applet2 with different

preferences and permissions dependent on user) (at least col. 13, lines 8-50; col. 14,

lines 10-17; col. 16, lines 25-55); and

a database system connected to the access server (at least Fig. 2; col. 8, lines

36-42).
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As per Claim 19.

wherein the action comprises a program (application) (at least col. 2; lines 1-29).

As per Claim 20.

wherein the action comprises a macro (at least col. 2 line 1 - col. 3 line 58).

As per Claim 21.

wherein the action comprises a service (at least col. 2 line 1 - col. 3 line 58).

Claims 1 ,
5-7, and 43-46 do not add or define any additional limitations over

claims 15 and 19-21 and therefore are rejected for similar reasons.

Response to Arguments

5. Applicant's arguments filed 27 December 2004 have been fully considered but

they are not persuasive. Applicants argue, substantially, that a) Hayes does not teach

an access server coupled to a plurality of service networks; and b) two users utilizing

different aliases for the same action or program.

6. In response to a) In response to applicant's arguments, the recitation of an

access server coupled to a plurality of service networks has not been given patentable

weight because the recitation occurs in the preamble. A preamble is generally not

accorded any patentable weight where it merely recites the purpose of a process or the

intended use of a structure, and where the body of the claim does not depend on the

preamble for completeness but, instead, the process steps or structural limitations are

able to stand alone. See In re Hirao, 535 F.2d 67, 190 USPQ 15 (CCPA 1976) and

Kropa v. Robie, 187 F.2d 150, 152, 88 USPQ 478, 481 (CCPA 1951). While the claims
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have been amended to further include, for example, "the first alias selection in a one of

the plurality of service networks", and goes on for the second communication also

occurring in the one service network, since all communication is on only one network,

the preamble limitations for providing access to users and a plurality of networks, this

does not occur in the base claim terminology. Furthermore, Hayes is teaching

accessing a desktop profile for the user from a server, thus such a "service" being

rendered by accessing the particular server. The adjective describing the type of

network does not change the essence of what is being taught in the claims.

In response to b) Hayes teaches the same applications or applets being run by

different users on different clients with different desktops, however the "alias" selections

according to each different user is different for each of the same applications where

different preferences and permissions are associated for the same applications

according to the user and desktop (at least col. 13, lines 8-50). While the Applicant

points out in column 2 of Hayes, the example of icons being the same with both users,

this assumption occurs in the background of Hayes invention, in which he is improving

his invention on.

Furthermore, Applicants state, on page 8, third paragraph, "Hayes merely

discloses applications or applets that are customized on a user or user group basis."

Referring to page 7, second paragraph, Applicants also state:

"...the action for the second user being the same as the action for the for the first

user, and the first alias selection not being the same as the second alias selection. The

Applicant believes that these limitations are inherently supported by the Specification in
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that pages 20-23 describe a customized network shell that appears as a list of alias

selections that are associated with actions. It follows that if one user can customize a

network shell based on his user access profile, then another user can also customize

his network shell based upon his own user access profile. Thus, while the Specification

describes the user experience for a single user, the user experience for a second user

would inherently be the same. If one user can create an alias for a certain action then

another user can also create an alias for the same action. The aliases created by each

user could therefore be different being that different users would customize their aliases

based on their own individual preferences."

Thus, using Applicants' rationale, and assuming Applicant's assumption for

multiple users to be described sufficiently in the specification, which Examiner disagrees

with, it would also be inherent for Hayes to support a "second" user, as Hayes lets each

user customize their profile.

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Newly cited Anand et al, Watson et al, Callaway et al, San Andres et al, Minh,

and Millard, in addition to previously cited Suzuki et al, Brandt et al, Dircks et al, Barlock

et al, Dutcher et al, Bertram et al, Nolan, Lim et al, Brown et al, Barillaud, Kavner, and

Shannon are cited for disclosing pertinent information related to the claimed invention.
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Applicants are requested to consider the prior art reference for relevant teachings when

responding to this office action.

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gregory G Todd whose telephone number is (571)272-

401 1 . The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 9:00am-6:00pm w/

first Fridays off.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ario Etienne can be reached on (571 )272-4001 . The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Technology Center 21 00

Patent Examiner

Gregory Todd


